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1.

Introduction

Recent interest in the analysis of statistical data using Bayesian
methods has concentrated on regression models, goodness of fit tests and
to a lesser extent random models in the analysis of variance.

The purpose

of this paper is to indicate the simple yet pedagogically important
extensions to the analysis of the so-called fixed model or Model I.

The

proofs involved seem to the author to be simple enough to present in
statistical theory courses at the senior or first-year graduate level where
they permit a unified look at the analysis of linear models using Bayesian
methods.

As a by-product of the investigation, an explicit relationship

between estimates in original and reparametrized models is obtained.

It

is also shown that the concept of linearly esttmSble functions largely
ignored by applied statisticians appears in the Bayesian analysis as the
class of linear parametric functions with non-degenerate posteriof
distributions.
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2.

Linsar

m(')d~l

of full rank

In the analysis of linear models using Bayesian methods it is usual
(Lindley (5), Box and Tiao (2» to take independent non-informative prior
distributions for the elements of the parameter vector and an (independent)
non-informative prior distribution for log
observation.

A

e where e is

the variance of an

set of assumptions underlying a Bayesian analysis of the

general linear model can thus be written as

e, I ne)

(1) !
(2)

is MVN(X

7T(~,e) ex ~

where X is an nxp matrix of fixed or known variables of rank r

...

~

n.

is a pxl vector of parameters and I

-

n

~

p

<n

denotes an identity matrix of order

When the rank of X,p(X), is equal to p the Bayesia..'"l analys:l.s proceeds

...

rather routinely and is fully discussed in Lindley
posterior distribution of

~

and

n+2

""2

e

e

The joint

is clearly proportional to

1

e

(5).

(l.-X§.)'
(Z-Xt?,)
,..
...
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noting that we can write

where

£. satisfies the normal equations ,..X'X£.
... = ...X';'! we have
(4)

-

m~, I/i!)

2-

ex fJ

2

r

where Se = (l.-X£,) I (l.-Xb).

~l!.l

ex

~

n+2

+

eAlP

Integration of (4) With respect to 6 shows that

~-2.l~;X'Xl
e

(l!.-blJ

~

-3i.e.,

~

has a multivariate t distribution as discussed by Geisser and

Cornfield

(3).

Integration of

(4)

with respect to ~ shows that the

2
posterior distribution of 8 /a is chi-square with (n-p) d.f. It can be
e
directly established,. (Lindley (5» using the above results that the
posterior distribution of
(n-p)

8

p

2
2

is F with P and n-p degrees of freedom.

Alternatively one can easily

establish the following Lemma.
Lemma l:

If the posterior distribution of

the posterior distribution of

s'l/
a
e

t! for

fiXed

e is MVN(:e., va)

-

and

is chi-square with (n-p) d.f. then

the posterior distribution of

~-2,) 'v- l (~-b)
S2

e

is F With P and (n-p) d.f.
Armed with Lemma 1 it is easily established that the posterior
distribution ot a set ot linear functions

~ (L is qxp with peL) = q ~ p)

is such that

(I@. - L2,) I [L(X]X) -~, ]-l[li! - ~]
8

2

e
has an F distribution with q and (n-p) d.t.

Posterior confidence regions

for I@. or tests of hypotheses could thus be based on the F distribution or
on the multivariate t distribution.

The posterior confidence regions

-4would not be highest posterior density regions using the usual F tables.
Tables f'or obtaining such regions do not appear to be available at present.
In particular inference on a subset of'

~,

say

~

(~-2e) '(X2DIX2)-I(~-2.e)
82
e

can be based on
n-p
q

which has a posterior F distribution with q and n-p d.f.
a q component subset of' ~(~), X
with the partition of'

~, and DI

= [~ I

=I

-

Here ~2(2.2) is

X ] has been rewritten to conform.
2

~(~'~) -lxj,.

The reader f'amiliar with classical least squares theory will recognize
that

~

(X2DIX )
2

-\e is the so-called sum of' squares f'or ~ adjusted for i!l

and as in the classical case can be used to test the hypothesis that

~

= o.

The concept of' adjusted sums of' squares arises naturally in the Bayesian
treatment when the marginal posterior distribution of'
IntUitively the reason is that the ef'fect of'
posterior distribution of

~2

~

can be considered.

~

is considered.

must be removed bef'ore the
Technically the presence

of' X'X in the exponent of' (4) and its "inversion" upon integration with
respect to

~l

accounts f'or the appearance of' the adjusted sum of' squares.
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When the

Linear model of less than full rank

rank of X is not full

(i~e.

p(x) = r<p) the analysis of

Section 2 is plausible but the proofs need some alteration.

The reason

for the difficulty is the appearance of degenerate or singular distributions
due to the singularity of

X'X.

If degenerate prior distributions are not

allowed, the singular distributions do not appear.
discussed in section 4.

Such an approach is

The method of proof used here is to consider

l2..

linear combinations of the elements of

Specifically we restrict

attention to sets of linear functions I£!. such that
L =

where L is qxp of rank q.

ex

The resulting theory leads to results

analogous to that of section 2.

Specifica.lly we shall show that the

posterior distribution of

(~-~)I[L(XIX)-L,]-I(~-L£)
q

S2
e
is F With q and (n-r) d.f.

X'X; ~

Here

(X'X)- is any generalized inverse of

is any solution to the normal equations

X'XE. = X'l

and S;=r'l-l,tX£.

is the error sum of squares.
To establish (5) we first reparametrize the original model.

FolloWing

Graybill (4) we note that there exists a non-singular ma.triX P such that
i

P'Xlxp

II

B

= I
I

!i. ..... 0

#w

~]

where B is non-singular of rank r and 0 denotes null matrices of appropriate

...

M

1'A generalized
..
inverse of a matriX A is a matriX Asuch that
AA A = A.
No standard definition appears to exist since some author& define a
generaJ.ized inverse by the equations AA- A=A, A- AA- =A-, (M-) 'I =M- and
(A-A) t=A- A while others call such an A- a pseudo-inverse of' A. It is well
known (Rao (7» that if MfA = A then A(A'A)-A'wunique, symmetric and
idempotent.
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If we let P = [ P IP ] where P is pxr and P is px{p-r) it
2
l 2
l
follows that
orders.

PiX'XPl

=B

XP2 = ~
Defining

where ~ is rxp and ~ is (p-r) xp we can write

~ = ~ = X[P1 1P2) [~ l1. = [XP11~) [~J

Ietting Z

= XP1

l1.

= XPlQl~
and g = ~ yields
X~

=

zg

where Z is nxr of rank r and f! is an rxl vector of parameters.
It is now clear that we can write the model in the form

! ,..

MVN(zg" Ie)

which is of the full rank form discussed in Section 2.
of a non-informative prior distribution for

~

The assumption

is clearly equivalent to

the assumption of a non-informative prior distribution for
of

~

~

is infinite so that the posterior distribution of a and

n+2

-T

1
exp -2e
-

Since Z is of full rank we can write

where! satisfies the normal equai:;1ons Z'Z! = zt;r,.

Note that

if the range

e is

-7 -

(~-Z!)' (~-Z!.)

=

t'~ - ~·Z~

= t' [I-Z(Z'Z) -IZ']~

Since X and. Z have the same column space, it follows that Xb = Z!,
so that

s;

= (t-

Z!)'(t-Z~)

=

(l··X12.)'(;l.-~)

and. X(X'X}-X· = z(z·z)-lz·.

Thus the posterior distribution of g and 8 is
n+2
1T

(g,8) ex 8 -""2 exp

-~ [s:

sO that for fiXed 8, Dg is MVN(D!1 [D(Z'Z)

.1
+ (g-!) 'Z'z(g-!}j

-J", ]41)

where D is qxr of rank.

~ while S;/8 has a posterior ,f distribution with (n-r) d.f.
thing remaining to prove is that one can get ~ (where L

= ex

The only

for some C)

uniquely from Dg and conversely for some D and some reparametrization P.
The obvious affirmative answer to this question is contained in the
following Lemma.
~mma 2:

t

so that

Z

Consider a general linear mOdelt:[~:.J
[!.] = Zg where

= XPl ,

[~] X'X[P1 I P2] = eiX~XPl

being non-singular.

Proof:

Since L =

so that

(a)

= ~ which

Dg

ex

l

P = [ P1 1P2 ]

Then if D = L(X'X) -X'Z = LP we have
I

(a)

~ = Dg

(b)

L£ = D~

(c)

L(X'X)-L'

= D(Z·Z)-J,,·

for some C we have

= LPlf! = CXPlf! = C[XP11~]
=~

~

is reparametrized

[~J~ = CX[P1IP2{~] ~
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(b) D! = CX(X'X)-XtZ(Z'Z)-!z'l = L~
(c)

D(Z'Z)-~'

= CX(X'X)-X'Z(Z'Z)-lZ'X(X'X)-X'C'

= CX{X'X)·X'C·
=

L(X'X)-L'

Lemma 2 thus provides us with an explicit one to one passage from
to Dg in the reparametrized model.

Such a one-to-one passage does not

appear to have been previously obtained.
~

for which L

= CX

~

In particular, since the functions

have been called linearly estimable functions

in

classical least squares theory we have established an explicit one to
one correspondence between the linearly estimable functions

~

and the

same linearly estimable functions in the reparametrized model given by
D = LP •
l

In the Bayesian analysis it is clear that we have shown that the
collection of linear parametric functions

~

which have non-degenerate

posterior distributions coincides with the class of linearly estimable
functions in the classical theory.

The Bayesian analysis for testing

purposes is summarized in the following theorem.
Theorem 1:

Let! be

MVN(Xf!, Ie) I

prior distributions for

~

and log

independent estimable functions.

p(X)

e.

= r,

with independent non-informative

Also let ij! be a set of q linearly

Then the posterior distribution of

-

n-r
q

if F with q and (n-r) d.f.
Proof:

From the reparametrized form of the model it is clear that Dg for

fixed e has a MVN[Zg,(ztZ)-lS] posterior distribution.

Since

s;/e

has a

-92
posterior X distribution With n-r d.f. the conclusion follows by

applying Lemma 1.
Confidence regions for

Lf2. with

highest posterior density (follow'ing

Box and Tiao (2» could be obtained using Theorem 1 (although tables are
not yet ava.ilable) or using the posterior distribution of ~ (which is
obviously a multivariate t distribution).
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4.

alternative develgpment

An

As an alternative development of the results in Section 3, we can
suppose that

~

has a

MVN(~, W)

posterior distribution.

Then under the

assumption that log $ has a non-informative prior distribution
independent of

~

we have

_ 0+2
T(~,a/"l.)

ex a

"'2

1

e

--Q
2

where Q = (y-X~) la -1 (;¥:.-X~) +(~_~) 'V-141-1(~~).
Thus

-

~(~,a~) ex a

~
2

_ ~l[41-lv-l+8-lx'x]~+(a-lx'l+41-lv-l~)I~
e

from which it follows that for fixed a, ~ has a
MVN { (a -~. x+41-lv- l )-1 (a -lx'l+41-lv-l~),[a -lx. x+41-lv- l ]-l} posterior
distribution.
If

~

is a set of q linearly estimable functions, then for fixed 41 the

posterior distriubtion of ~ is clearly
MVN [L(X'X + a41-lv- l ) -l(Xll+841-lv-l~), L[ 4l-lv- l +8-!x'X]-lL' }
If in the prior distribution of ~ (or more rigorously ~) we let 41- 1 = e
and let

e~O

then the prior distribution of

~

tends to the non-informative

prior and hence the posterior distribution of
MVN

where

R

= lim

i

LRX'l? 4>LRL

I

L~

for fixed a becomes

}

[XIX+aeV·l]-l

e~O

2

But it is shown in Albert (1) that R is the pseudo-inverse of
XIX, hence the distribution becomes

2we write R = (X'X)* to denote a pseudo-inverse--see footnote 1.

-ll-

MVN L(X'X) *Xf~L(X'X) *L'e
Since

X)X'X)-X'

is unique for any generalized inverse and since

a generalized inverse it follows that for fixed
distribution of

~

e

(X'X)*

is

the posterior

is

in agreement with the results of Section 3.

The above development clearly

has merit in its simplicity but tends to obscure certain connections with
classical theories of importance due to their widespread use.

It is of

interest to note that Raiffia and SchaJ.ifer (6) (Chapter 13) indicate the
importance of the uniqueness of the projection

X£

in the analysis of the

generaJ. linear model although relation to the classical formulae of least
squares is not discussed.
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